Congratulations to
Hillsdale County Community Foundation
2023 Scholarship Winners!

Scholarship Winners in Alphabetical Order by Last Name:

Zac Affholter
Harold "Holly" Shigley Humanitarian Scholarship
Roger Boyd Memorial Scholarship
Eliza Alvarex
Litchfield Oddfellow and Rebekah Scholarship
Emmalynn Ambrose
Sauk Theatre's Bud Vear Scholarship
Virginia Cascarelli Memorial Nursing Scholarship
Laney Aponte
Jonesville Community Schools Maurice L. Bosier Memorial Scholarship
Shae Arnold
Hillsdale High School Class of 1950 Scholarship
Medina Azookari
Hillsdale County Scholarship
Jason Cole Memorial Scholarship
Hannah Baker
Gery Claybaugh Memorial Scholarship
Hillsdale Word Scholarship
Margaret Allen Clay Memorial Scholarship
University of Michigan Alumni Club of Hillsdale County Scholarship
Hailey Bates
Hillsdale County Scholarship
Logan Bayer
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship
Tyler Bays
William Fitzgerald Palmer Memorial Scholarship
Corryn Berlin
Emily B. Williams Memorial Scholarship
Pauline Libengood Right to Life Scholarship
Travis Berlin
Donald F. and Donna J. Playford Scholarship
Paul Haas Memorial Scholarship
Robert G. Chase Memorial Scholarship
June Best
Katherine Zakrzewski RN Nursing Scholarship
Linda Michael Memorial Nursing Scholarship
Colton Black
George and Harriett Cleveland Scholarship
Connor Blake
Tyler "T.C." Clendening Memorial Scholarship
Zoe Blythe
David Joseph Alexandrowski Memorial Scholarship
Kiwanis Scholarship
Wigent Excellence in Art Award

Lauren Bowles
Lyndell Patrick Scholarship
Brylee Boyd
Lola B. Cook AAUW Memorial Scholarship
Miles Brown
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship
Victoria Brown
Hames Family Music Scholarship
Hillsdale Exchange Club Scholarship
Judge Michael E. Nye Scholarship
Kiwanis Scholarship
Wade Brown
Anton (Tony) Slovacek Memorial Scholarship
Brian Gendron Memorial Scholarship
Frontier United Methodist Church Scholarship
University of Michigan Alumni Club of Hillsdale County Scholarship
Brayleigh Butts
David Joseph Alexandrowski Memorial Scholarship
Lochlain Cain
Brian Hayward Memorial Award
Zane Caldwell
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship
Marcus Cares
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship
Sydney Carpenter
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship
Landen Clabaugh
Clint Barrett Memorial Scholarship
Jaden Clark
Suzanne Cooney Memorial Scholarship
Laney Clark
Virginia Cascarelli Memorial Nursing Scholarship
Cheryl Yearling Memorial Nursing Scholarship
Lindsey Clarke
George and Harriett Cleveland Scholarship
Marvin and Helen Patrick Memorial Scholarship
Jordyn Cole
Jason Cole Memorial Scholarship
Halle Curtis
Cochran-Mahler Families Scholarship
Cooper Eggleston
Alice M. Britton Scholarship
Lyndell Patrick Scholarship
Sadie Falke
Lint Family Music Award
Scholarships Continued...

**Brock Fee**  
Jason Cole Memorial Scholarship
Robert G. Chase Memorial Scholarship

**Jena Fellabaum**  
HCCF Trustee Scholarship
Sandra Caskey Memorial Scholarship
Waldron FFA Harry J. Moore Memorial Scholarship

**Elsi Fenstermaker**  
Frontier United Methodist Church Scholarship

**Declan Flanner**  
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

**Alisyn Friskney**  
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship
Quentin Westfall Memorial Scholarship

**Timothy Gaebler**  
Lint Family Music Award

**Savanna Gamble**  
Pittsford Area Scholarship

**Elizabeth Gerig**  
Ione "Ma" Gordon Scholarship
Pittsford Promise Scholarship
Richard Wade Construction Memorial Scholarship

**Jack Granata**  
Margaret Allen Clay Memorial Scholarship
Roger Boyd Memorial Scholarship

**Chandler Griffiths**  
Benjamin Blonde Memorial Scholarship
Hillsdale County Scholarship
Seth DeLeeuw Memorial Scholarship

**Felicity (Correy) Grunden**  
Don Leader Scholarship
Leonard and Ruth Drake Rotary Scholarship

**Abigail Gutowski**  
William and Kathleen Adams Family Scholarship

**Levi Gutting**  
Litchfield Oddfellow and Rebekah Scholarship

**Austin Hall**  
Creek Valley Farm Stanley and Carol Smith Scholarship
University of Michigan Alumni Club of Hillsdale County Scholarship

**Brynn Harmon**  
Robert G. Chase Memorial Scholarship

**Hunter Harris**  
Jonesville Community Schools Maurice L. Bosier Memorial Scholarship
Sara and Paul McFarland Scholarship

**Broodie Henson**  
Butch Draper Memorial Scholarship
Herb Bordner Memorial Scholarship
Robert G. Chase Memorial Scholarship

**Joshua Herring**  
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

**Jaidyn Hinkley**  
Pittsford Area Scholarship

**Andrew Hollister**  
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship
Shannon Rowe Memorial Industrial Scholarship

**Matisyn Howell**  
George and Harriett Cleveland Scholarship
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship

**Talon Hugenell**  
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

**Vanessa Irish**  
Amber Elizabeth King Memorial Scholarship
Myrna B. Slovacek Memorial Scholarship

**Alexander Jackson**  
Hillsdale County Medical Society for Medical Studies Scholarship

**Emilee Jagielski**  
Clare E. Monroe Agriculture Scholarship
Clark Family Scholarship
Ione "Ma" Gordon Scholarship
Leah Ward Memorial Scholarship

**Allie Jameson**  
University of Michigan Alumni Club of Hillsdale County Scholarship

**Donald Capper Johnson**  
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship

**Samuel Jones**  
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship
Kiwanis Scholarship
Tyler Neukom Memorial Scholarship

**Donaca Jordan**  
Litchfield High School Class of 1953 Scholarship

**Kierstyn Keller-Thomas**  
Doug Spears Memorial Scholarship

**Kennedy Knepper**  
Virginia Cascarelli Memorial Nursing Scholarship

**Kevin Kushmaul**  
Laurice and Mary Gregg Memorial Scholarship
Robert and Lavilla Gillespie Scholarship

**Collin Laney**  
SabreTech Technology Scholarship

**Brianna Lawson**  
Dorothy Morine Pittsford Area Schools Scholarship

**Marissa Lehman**  
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship

**Carson LoPresto**  
Cale Peter Scharp Memorial Scholarship

**Megan LoPresto**  
George and Harriett Cleveland Scholarship
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship

**Tabitha Macey**  
Lyle, Sandra, Robbin & Martin Stratton Scholarship
Tom Wilmer Memorial Scholarship

**Julie Mach**  
Constance M. Hutchinson Future Teacher Scholarship
Jonesville Rotary Scholarship
William and Kathleen Adams Family Scholarship
Scholarships Continued...

Lillyana Macie  
Hattie Marie Spiteri Memorial Scholarship  
Walter & Annamarie Martinen Memorial Scholarship

Bella Maddox  
Jonesville Community Schools Maurice L. Bosier Memorial Scholarship  
Jonesville Rotary Scholarship  
Richard Sprow Memorial Scholarship

Connor McArthur  
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship

Rebecca McCafferty  
Jack Barker Memorial Scholarship  
Olin and Wilhelmina Hinkle Family Scholarship

Faith Miller  
Nash Memorial Scholarship

Peter Moore  
Carl M. Peggs Football Scholarship  
Julie Wolfe Memorial Scholarship  
William P. Shannon Humanitarian Prize

Deveena Moyer  
Linc Miller Memorial Scholarship

Emily Moyer  
Ione "Ma" Gordon Scholarship

Macy Mueller  
Jason Cole Memorial Scholarship

Abigail Nevins  
HCCF Trustee Scholarship  
Robert G. Chase Memorial Scholarship  
Roger Boyd Memorial Scholarship  
Tyler Neukom Memorial Scholarship

Cody Newell  
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship  
Richard Wade Construction Memorial Scholarship

Melissa Nichols  
Sauk Theatre's Bud Vear Scholarship

Nathan Nichols  
Robert G. Chase Memorial Scholarship

Caleb Nieswender  
Ryan Kehoe Memorial Scholarship

Isabella North  
David Joseph Alexandrowski Memorial Scholarship

Alana O’Brien  
Wayne Kinjorski Memorial Scholarship

Cory Olmstead  
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship

Brooke Owen  
Jonesville Community Fire Department Auxiliary Scholarship  
Katherine Zakrzewski RN Nursing Scholarship  
Tim Lehman Memorial Scholarship

Tiana Palmer  
Jonesville Community Schools Maurice L. Bosier Memorial Scholarship

Allyson Parsons  
Pittsford Area Scholarship

John Petersen  
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

Stephen Petersen  
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

Koryn Playford  
Beth Ann Blanchard Memorial Scholarship

Luke Potter  
Harold "Holly" Shigley Humanitarian Scholarship

Meghan Raymond  
D.E. and Helen Spotts Memorial Scholarship  
John and Cathy Hartley Scholarship

Anna Reid  
William R. Hill Memorial Scholarship

Megan Roberts  
Jennifer Beach Memorial Scholarship

Daisy Rodgers  
Charlotte A. (Webster) Wasnich Memorial Scholarship

Nathan Rodgers  
Sandy Klingler Memorial Music Camp Scholarship

Shannon Rossman  
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship

Allison Sanders  
Nash Memorial Scholarship

Hannah Sands  
Robert G. Chase Memorial Scholarship

Harrison Sands  
Larry and Ezrah Memorial Scholarship

Damion Scharer  
Hillsdale Exchange Club Scholarship  
Jonesville Rotary Scholarship

Alicia Schneider  
William R. Hill Memorial Scholarship

Tyler Scholfield  
Dana G. Lunger Alumni Scholarship  
Sara and Paul McFarland Scholarship

Carter Schutte  
Pittsford Promise Scholarship

Kara Sheely  
Larry and Ezrah Memorial Scholarship

Grace Sheffer  
Hillsdale Woman's Club Scholarship

Kade Shiery  
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship

Dakota Sigler  
Alice M. Britton Scholarship

Adria Smith  
Hillsdale County Scholarship

Kaden Sorrell  
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

Benjamin Springer  
Sandy Klingler Memorial Music Camp Scholarship  
Sara and Dale Harmelink Music Scholarship
Scholarships Continued...

Bryan Springer
Sara and Dale Harmelink Music Scholarship

Jenna Stanton
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship

Madeline Stead
Sarah "Sally" Dimmers Fallon Memorial Scholarship

Tisha Stille
Virginia Cascarelli Memorial Nursing Scholarship

Lexie Stump
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship

Madison Swan
Brian Gendron Memorial Scholarship
Dorothy J. Towne Memorial Scholarship

Charles Teller
Lloyd Morningstar Memorial Scholarship

Grace Terpening
Bonnie Silliven Memorial Scholarship
Julie Wolfe Memorial Scholarship
Kiwanis Scholarship
Virginia Cascarelli Memorial Nursing Scholarship

Deveyn Toner
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship

Taylor Tracy
Hillsdale County Scholarship
University of Michigan Alumni Club of Hillsdale County Scholarship
Virginia Cascarelli Memorial Nursing Scholarship

Olivia Tritchka-Stuchell
Pauline Libengood Right to Life Scholarship

Alivia Turner
Pauline Libengood Right to Life Scholarship

Mia Vander Hoff
Harold S. & Lester E. Gardner Memorial Scholarship

Elizabeth VanderPloeg
Taylor Hatfield Memorial Scholarship

Brooke Vanous
Ayres Family Scholarship
Pittsford Area Scholarship

Rianna Vincent
Alice MacNeil Memorial Track Scholarship

Kylie Ward
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship

Wyatt Wahtola
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

Kiley Webb
Donald E. Caswell Memorial Scholarship

Kaitlynn Webster
Kurt/Thelma Herbener Education Scholarship

Conner Welden
Jennifer Beach Memorial Scholarship

Karie Welden
Red Fox Sportsman Club Scholarship

Olivia Weller
Cale Peter Scharp Memorial Scholarship
Tyler "T.C." Clendening Memorial Scholarship

Eathan Westfall
Harold "Holly" Shigley Humanitarian Scholarship

Samuel Willes
Hillsdale Willes Scholarship

Caleb Willoughby
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship
Paul Haas Memorial Scholarship
Shannon Rowe Memorial Industrial Scholarship

Alayna Wilson
Mary Catherine Siebert Memorial Scholarship
Mike and Marcie Nye Family Scholarship

Emma Wines
Andrea Chaney Memorial Scholarship

Ethan Wohlheter
Kiwanis Scholarship
L. Dean and Joan Hurst Scholarship
SabreTech Technology Scholarship

Colton Wolf
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

Ethan Wolf
Frank and Angel Beck Wrestling Scholarship

Logan Word
George and Harriett Cleveland Scholarship
Hillsdale County Scholarship

Owen Wortz
Donald F. and Donna J. Playford Scholarship
George and Marian Gier Memorial Scholarship
Kay Hobby Memorial Scholarship
Richard W. (Mort) Kline Memorial Scholarship
William "Bill" VanArsdalen Memorial Scholarship

Brady Wright
John and Cathy Hartley Scholarship
Percy Stough Memorial Scholarship

Breanna Yates
Mark and Martha Pitts Memorial Scholarship

Robert and Mary Swartz Scholarship

Kiera Young
George and Marian Gier Memorial Scholarship

Total Scholarships Awarded: $249,627